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Seattle, USA, 2001
linen handkerchiefs and compressed peat moss (Irish Bog Oak or turf) blocks; lit projection



_ The names of individuals who were killed, often in horrific circumstances, in the course of 
the sectarian violence based in Northern Ireland (commonly referred to as The Troubles) have been 
recorded by the author-journalists of the book Lost Lives. This memorial is chronological (from 1966 
onwards) and is non-heirarchical.  
 

Support for 2002-2004 from the Centre for Research in Image Performance and Text [CRIPT] in the Creative Arts Faculty 
| University of Wollongong NSW | Australia

Support for 2004 exhibition from the Canadian High Commission | Canberra ACT | Australia

 en memoria
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_ The memorial is in the process of being embroidered [in white chain-stitch] since 
2003, as well as being sewn with haphazard spots of hair which act as ‘memento mori’. en memoria

irish lin



_ where this travelling, mobile memorial has been_

[1]

‘Mourning Bindings’

[2]

exhibits + public art events

_ “Between Worlds - The Common Body” [1]
   Natural Causes group exhibition | Sept 7 - Oct 20 2001
   Gallery One | Ellensburgh | Washington | USA  
   Curator | Cheryl Hahn
   
_ “Horrific Hankies” a Sound-Sculpture Installation with  
   performance-movement piece called “Linking the Living 
   with Bandages of Linen and Lace” 
   Solo exhibit | November 1 - 11 2002
   Cloisters Gallery | University of Wollongong 
   Launched by | Gerry Turcotte | Australian-Canadian 
   poet-photographer and Head of Australian-Canadian        
   Studies Centre | University of Wollongong

_ “Distressingly Delicate Domestic Linens Listening” 
   [small-scale artwork]
   Unfolding Territories group exhibition | December 2002
   Curator: Diana Wood-Conroy | as part of the 
   Fabric(ation)s of the Postcolonial 
   Conference | University of Wollongong 

_ “Transformation of Tears”   [2]
   Solo exhibit | February 6 - 15 2004
   Curators: Dominique Mico and Jason Hugenot
   Craft ACT Gallery & Design Centre, Gallery One
   Launched by | Helen Musa | Canberra Times | 
   with accompanying words after the performance by 
   Rev. Dr. James Haire | Director of Centre for 
   Christianity and Culture, Charles Sturt University |
   Artist’s Lecture for The Friends of Ireland at
   The Irish Club | Canberra 2004

[2]



‘Mourning Bindings’

[2]

with thanks to contributors

   to the vision of each site-specific Installation_
• Margot Damon - Embroidery (London, UK) 

• Stan Gielewski - photography, sculptural assistance, web design (Vancouver, Canada)

• Sandy Houston, Tiffany Patten  - Graphic design (Sydney, Au) 

• Hendrick Miller - photography (Portland, USA) 

• Bodie O’Dell, Tanya Sobiesiak, David Blackall, Dr. Dorothy Jones - performance/model (Sydney) 

• Ziik Savu - stage production (Wollongong, Australia) 

• Robert Trouton - architectural drafting (Vancouver, Canada)

• Natasha Naomi Younie - Curatorial management (Sydney, Au)

artist’s assistants_

• Geraldine Finegan/Chong Do Sunim, Jasmine N.M. Folz, Nancy Hewitt, Hendrick Miller  - (Seattle, USA) 

• Tiffany Patten - (Sydney, Au)

• Anthony Damon - (London, UK) 

• Robert and Maureen Trouton - (Vancouver, Canada)

memorial mementos_

• Akemi and Maki Endo - for creating over 300 white origami cranes for Peace (Tokyo, Japan) 

• Cricket Fox- textiles contribution (Vancouver, Canada) 

• Edith Morriott - tatting (Berrydale, NSW, Au)

     documentary team_
• Sean Maguire; Creative Image Photography - stills (Au)

• Len Glasser, Therese Sweeney, Jodhi Zutt  - video camera (Au)

• Zutt Productions and Damion Heffernan, Onara Films - video editing (Canberra, Au)



Canadian Memorial United Church + Centre for Peace
Vancouver | British Columbia | Canadairish linen 

with thanks to Rev. Bruce Sanguin and 
Edith Matthews of ‘The Maple Group’ 2002



St Matthew’s Church 
Portland | Oregon | USA

with thanks to Pastor Fr. José Ortega and 
liturgical coordinator Kathy Sievers 2002

irish linen 
memorial



Kerrisdale Presbyterian Church
Vancouver | British Columbia | Canada

with thanks to Rev. Glenn Ingles, 
Irene Caldwell and Gordon McKendrick

irish linen



Memorial Steps

approximately 400 printed handkerchiefs

Lost Lives

irish linen
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Memorial Steps

approximately 400 printed handkerchiefs
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the seeming insanity of forgiveness

_artist statement 
       _   Thomas A. Fitzgerald

music / soundscape original composition  [2002, 2004   ]

“The Seeming Insanity of Forgiveness” [ 2002,  2004     ]

introduction + background  _ The initial creation of this work was to integrate a Sound Sculpture component 
into the installation space and an accompanying live Performance. The publication in 2000, of the book “Lost Lives” broke 
new ground in detailing each life and moment of death for the victims of the Irish “Troubles” from 1966 to the millenium. 
This devastating chronicle of the insanity of sectarian violence, and the profound tragedy and loss of so many lives, led 
to a desire to create a powerful multi disciplinary artwork to express the sorrow and to explore ways towards ending all 
violence. 

structure    _ The music is 65 minutes in duration, and it has been designed for a seven 
channel speaker system playback. There is no live music component in the installation. Rather the piece plays continuously, 
looping back on itself, as a linear circle, that uses the movement(s), and lack of movement(s), and resultant textures of 
sound as an expressive and structural component. 

     _ The music /soundscape explores the movement of sound from one speaker 
to another, sonic momentum and combinations of sounds and movement to create unique textures. At times these textures 
are stationary, at times a single sonic movement, and at other times a spatial counterpoint is utilized, with several kind of 
movement occurring simultaneously. This is especially so in the last eight minutes of the work. 

materials    _This piece was created from: 

• A wide variety of notated music that was recorded and further developed with electronic extensions and sonic 
treatments. 

• From collected sounds from the environments the north and south Polar Ice caps of Belfast, N. Ireland, Melbourne, 
Australia, Vancouver, Canada. 

• Performances of folk and Indigenous music chants and songs/music from Indigenous groups and spiritual/religious 
music from around the world and from the Irish Folk music traditions. 

     • Electronic and computer sounds based on particular sonic materials



the seeming insanity of forgiveness

Credits | “The Seeming Insanity of Forgiveness” 

music_   Melbourne | Australia

• Tom Fitzgerald, Electric Violin, Viola, Keyboards 

• Lawrence Allen, Tenor 

• Lindy Ferguson, Soprano 

• Megan Kenny, flutes (Melbourne, Australia)

Indigenous chants for the dead_

• A.R. Abdullah - Shamanic Malay

• Musqueam Chief Ian Campbell, First Nations Canadian

• Chinese and Korean Zen Buddhist nuns

• Lei’Ohu Ryder, Hawaiian

“Aloha. It is what the music is created for...to embrace humanity and all life with sacred intentions. Intentions of love and 
peace. Intentions of harmony and reconciliation. As one who carries this wisdom, I am honored to let it heals. For we are 
all one. All aloha.” Lei’Ohu, Nov. 2002 

speech arts_  led by Antony Stamboulieh, Actor-Director (Vancouver/London)

• Emily MacArthur 

• Siobhan Raupach 

• Aaron Sholomenko 

• Kay Stamboulieh 

• William and Irene Thompson & James Thompson, (boy) (Melbourne/Belfast) 

• Kevin McFadden - Irish-Canadian Gaelic speaker



press _

Campus News | University of Wollongong NSW | Issue 4 | Vol 5 | Dec 2002



Unfolding Territories brochure | part 
of the Fabrications of the Postcolonial 
Conference | University of Wollongong 
NSW | Nov 29 - Dec 01 2002



local press _ 

Argus Focus | Hillsboro [Portland] Oregon, USA |             Illawarra Mercury News |
Thursday October 17 2002 section C p.1              Monday November 4 2002 

contains a sensational version of ‘the fantasy love story of reconciliation’



canberra press _ 

The Canberra Times |
Wednesday February 11 2004 p.27   

irish linen
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condolences_

Dorothy Parker
Steven Parker’s mother
victim #494



Edith Morriott
Berridale NSW
Australia

Margot Damon
London UK

irish linen memo
needle workers_



Tom Fitzgerald + Lycia Danielle Trouton 
November 1 2002



Tom Fitzgerald + Lycia Danielle Trouton 
November 1 2002

Elizabeth Cameron Dalman
Choreographer | Teacher | Performer
Masters of Creative Arts, Wollongong University

_ founded the Australian Dance Theatre and was Artistic Director for 
ten years from 1965-1975
_ currently Director of the Mirramu Creative Arts Centre and 
Chairperson for Weereewa - A Festival of Lake George
_ also a Mentor and Board Member of The Australian Choreographic 
Centre in Canberra
_ is a recipient of an Australian Artists Creative Fellowship and was 
awarded an OAM in 1995 for her contribution to contemporary dance in 
Australia
_ in 1997, Elizabeth received a National Dance Award for a Lifetime 
Achievement in Dance

Vivienne Rogis
Western Australian Academy of 
Performing Arts graduate, 1994

_ from 1994-1997 she was a founding 
member, performer and rehearsal director 
for the Perth based dance company 
Physical Architecture is Dancing
_ in 1997 she moved to Canberra and now 
choreographs + performs shows with Paige 
Gordon and Performance Group, CIA and 
Stopera
_ is a member of Direct Current Dance 
Collective, where she has performed, 
choreographed fulfilled an organisational 
role from 1997-2001
_ has been working with Elizabeth Cameron 
Dalman since 1997

Amanda Miller
Bachelor of Arts [Dance]

_ Amanda worked with 
Elizabeth from 2002-2004 
with assistance from the 
Australian Arts Council

dancers_ 



graphic design Tiffany Patten | copyright Lycia Trouton | no duplication without permission from author-artist | April 1 2005



dedicated to those who have lost their lives 
in “The Troubles”, the approximately 36,000 

wounded or maimed, and their survivors 
who continue to live with inconsolable grief, 

anxiety and trauma




